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Abstract
Originally all links in the Internet were assumed to operate bidirectionally. Like many other routing protocols, PIM (protocol independent multicast) is based on this assumption: as will be explained, PIM’s concept of
using the routers’ unicast RIBs (routing information bases) for reverse-pathforwarding is not applicable in networks with uni-directional links. If an
additional bidirectional link such as a dial-up connection exists, link-layer
tunnelling can overcome these basic routing deficiencies. But in order to
achieve a more efficient routing and sustain scalability we argue that multicast and unicast traffic should be distinguished either by an extended linklayer tunnelling or dual RIBs.
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1 Introduction
Asymmetric Routes
Satellite links were among the first links being employed for Internet routing, e.g.
for a connection to INRIA’s CYCLADES network in 1973. But unlike these early
scenarios where satellite links were operated bidirectionally, i.e. in the same way as
terrestrial cables, upcoming scenarios are likely to use a large number of low-cost
receive-only devices. The high-bandwidth broadcast capabilities of these systems
suggest satellites as the ideal technology to serve e.g. home-networks with multicast traffic.
However, IP generally requires nodes to exchange data, e.g. routing information or acknowledgements. Hence, receive-only devices cannot be operated with
the regular IP stack. Although one might make up a multicast protocol that abstains
from sending feedback messages and simply broadcasts a session on a satellite link,
most of the modern multicast protocols for routing, congestion control and reliability require feedback from the network nodes.
Normally, hosts with satellite receivers can be assumed to have an additional
bidirectional link, e.g. a dial-up connection that connects them to the Internet.
Hence bidirectional communication is feasible in principle, but without further action the network will exhibit asymmetric routing since we want to receive packets
from a link to which we cannot send packets.
In practice, this means that a packet contains the receive-only interface’s IPaddress as source address although it is sent from the bidirectional interface. The
source address field does thus not indicate the packet’s source but the destination
to which replies are solicited. In Figure 1a packets to the destination 132.151.1.19
emerge from the interface 134.155.48.93 while the header indicates 192.54.168.155
as the source address. As a consequence, data and the corresponding replies will
not travel on the same route.
The latter is not per se a drawback. Originally, the concept of a datagram
network imposed very little restrictions on the way packets were routed through
the network [11]. According to the end-to-end principle [17] each router is free to
decide on a packet’s next hop provided that the final delivery can be guaranteed.
No state is kept in the routers, and even in cases where both hosts of e.g. a TCP
connection have only one interface, data and acknowledgements need not travel on
the same route [1]. Asymmetric routing is thus well in line with IP.
Before further analysing the implications of asymmetric routes on modern IP
protocols, we shortly mention another important scenario where asymmetric routes
occur, namely Mobile IP (cf. Figure 1b). A mobile host keeps its home address
while being attached to the network of its foreign agent. While traffic sent to
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Figure 1: Two examples for the origin of asymmetric routes: a) a node with a
receive-only interface b) a mobile host
the mobile host has to be tunnelled, traffic emerging from there can be routed
directly to its destination. Again, packets bear another source address than the
actual interface used for sending would suggest.

Implications of Asymmetric Routes
Despite these legitimate and desirable situations where packets and reply packets
take different paths some protocols rely on the fact that routing paths are bidirectional:
 Ingress filtering [8] relies on the fact that the source address field of an IP
packet denotes the real source and is not used as reply address only. It proposes to discard packets with presumed ’wrong’ source addresses in order
to restrict denial-of-service attacks. This policy is ignorant of the fact that
a host might have legitimate reasons to have responses sent to a different
subnet.
 Protocol-independent multicast (PIM) [3, 5, 6] builds its distribution tree for
reverse path forwarding (RPF) on the metric found in the unicast routing
information base (RIB). However, this only works if the assumed reverse
path to the multicast sender or rendezvous-point (RP) does in fact coincide
with the path originally taken by the multicast traffic. If the local unicast
RIB indicates a reverse path that differs from the path originally taken by
the packet in question PIM must discard the packets since they enter via the
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wrong interface, i.e. via an interface this router will not use to reach the
source or RP.
In the following we will examine more closely the second point. It is a genuine routing problem (the first point is merely a security problem which seems to
be better addressed by authentication protocols based an cryptographical methods
[12]). Note that we also do not address issues associated with very-large-scale
multicast groups and the high latency of satellite links. For these problems some
interesting approaches exist [2]. Additionally, new protocols based on exponentially distributed random timers have been proposed recently [14, 9].
This report is structured as follows: Section 2 analyses PIM in networks with
asymmetric routing. It is explained why PIM does not work in the desired way
across unidirectional links. Section 3 gives a short overview over an existing solution using tunnels and discusses its benefits and drawbacks. Section 4 presents
an enhanced link-layer tunnelling that enables PIM to work more efficiently in
networks that contain unidirectional links. Section 5 describes how these enhancements can be included into PIM in order to achieve a clear separation between link
layer and network layer. Section 6 draws conclusions and sums up the report.

2 PIM and Asymmetric Routing
As explained in the introduction, unidirectional satellite links may well become
a major source of routing asymmetry in the future Internet. We will now more
deeply analyse the implications of this asymmetry on the applicability of PIM as a
multicast routing protocol.
One main idea behind PIM is the use of an Internet node’s unicast RIB for
the reverse path forwarding algorithm. Shortly speaking, RPF forwards only those
multicast packets that enter the router via the interface that is used to reach the
packet’s source. For shared trees, the same algorithm is used but a rendezvouspoint (RP) takes the role of the source. Assuming symmetric routing, this will lead
to a source- or RP-rooted distribution tree with two characteristic properties:
 Unnecessary packet duplication that would occur from routing loops is avoided.
This is a crucial property for any multicasting algorithm.
 Each node will receive packets after a minimal number of hops (if the unicast metric is hop-based). This “shortest path” property does not hold for
more general distribution trees. Especially, other schemes (e.g. Steiner trees)
might optimise the total use of bandwidth rather that minimise individual delivery delays.
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Figure 2: a) An example network with a RPF distribution tree (bold lines). Arrows
indicate the unicast routing direction. b) If the bidirectional link from the source
S to node R is replaced with a unidirectional link (dashed arrow) a large part of
the distribution tree is cut off. c) PIM will then construct a RPF tree that does not
make use of the UDL.
In networks with asymmetric links the concept of PIM to use the unicast RIB
does not work any more. Consider an example network where one bidirectional
link was replaced by a unidirectional link (Figure 2): Although this change of the
network’s topology would not affect the multicast data flow from the source S to
all the interested nodes, PIM will discard all the packets that successfully arrive at
the receiver R instead of forwarding them further down the tree.
The reason for this obstructive behaviour is PIM’s concept of using the unicast
route towards the multicast source or RP for the construction of RPF trees. Accordingly, PIM forwards only those packets that enter via the interface the unicast
RIB entry points to. But since with unidirectional links packets can enter via a
receive-only interface to which in principle no outbound route points, PIM cannot
properly work in these settings.
On the other hand, group membership reports [7] and PIM join messages [3, 5]
will similarly be propagated upstream along the unicast route. Multicast routers
will mark the respective incoming interfaces as forwarding interfaces. As a result,
PIM will automatically construct a forwarding tree that does not include the UDL.
Hence, the problem described above will not occur during normal operation. Thus,
even without modification PIM still works in networks with asymmetric routing,
but it does not make use of (potentially high-bandwidth) unidirectional links. All
traffic is forwarded along the (supposedly low-bandwidth) unicast routes.
Before we describe a working solution to the problems described above we
summarise our findings: PIMs mechanism of tree construction avoids UDLs. However, forcing packets into such a link does not help either since all downstream
routers would discard these packets. Both problems, tree construction and obstructive discarding of packets, emerge from the fact that PIM confuses unicast and
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multicast routing: while the former is used to construct shortest paths to a host,
the latter should find shortest paths from a host in order to construct valid RPF
trees. In completely bidirectional settings both meanings coincide. But only one
unidirectional link suffices to disturb this match in a potentially large part of the
network.

3 Link-layer Tunnelling
As described above, PIM cannot make use of unidirectional links. Thus, the only
possibility to use PIM without modification is to pretend that those links were
bidirectional. One way of achieving that is the use of link-layer tunnelling [4].
Link-layer tunnelling emulates a bidirectional broadcast network even though
the link is physically unidirectional. We call the node that sends packets to the
unidirectional link feed. Packets can travel on the unidirectional link downstream
to possibly many receivers. For the opposite direction all packets are tunnelled
upstream to the feed. This can be done by using the underlying (bidirectional)
network. Finally, the feed can send the packets downstream again. By doing this,
the UDL recovers bidirectional broadcast capabilities at the cost of extensive tunnel
usage.
In order not to affect the upper layers of the protocol stack, tunnelling operates
at the link layer. Packets that the receiver sends to the UDL are taken out of the
protocol stack at the link layer. These MAC packets are then encapsulated according to [10] and sent through the bidirectional interface towards the feed end of the
UDL. There they are decapsulated again. If the packet’s MAC address indicates
that the packet was addressed to the feed the packet is delivered to the upper protocol layers. Otherwise the packet is sent downstream again. It is then received by the
appropriate receiver node where it is processed accordingly. Link layer tunnelling
is illustrated in Figure 3.
A similar approach is applied for Mobile IP. Here packets that are destined to a
mobile host are encapsulated by its home agent and sent to the mobile host’s careof address [16, 15]. The mobile host’s replies are either sent directly to the source
of the original packet or again tunnelled back to the home agent [13]. Due to this
similarity, link-layer tunnelling uses many of the techniques developed for Mobile
IP.
Based on this link-layer tunnelling mechanism we can now analyse PIM again:
Although routing updates are not relayed beyond the link the respective router is
attached to, link-layer tunnelling creates a virtual link that is used by the unicast
routing in the same way a real link would be used. Assuming that this mechanism
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Figure 3: With classical link-layer tunnelling (left) the IP layer uses the UDL as the
default link. All outbound packets have to be tunnelled through the bidirectional
link. With the enhanced link-layer tunnelling proposed here (right) the BDL is the
default. For the IP layer all packets seem to enter via the bidirectional interface.
produces a route towards a certain area in the network, PIM will now use the UDL
for multicast traffic from this area. Since we will want to receive all multicast
traffic via the UDL we have to have a default route that points to the respective
interface. As a result, PIM will work without further modification.
On the other hand, this leads to inefficient routing since now all packets have
be tunnelled to the feed. According to the construction of PIM, a region’s multicast
traffic will use the UDL if and only if unicast traffic towards this region is tunnelled
to the feed. Thus, both the network load and the routing overhead at the feed are
increased. In the worst case, where source and destination are neighbours, all the
packets sent by a specific receiver utilise each link between this receiver and the
feed twice, once in the tunnel and once outside the tunnel (cf. Figure 3).
A similar problem also occurs with bidirectional tunnelling in Mobile IP where
all packets from the mobile host travel via its home agent regardless of the packets’
actual destination. Whereas with Mobile IP this is a controllable drawback, here
this fundamental inefficiency is critical, since it prevents this solution from being
scalable. Even more, this solution is highly error-prone since it relies on the full
functionality of the feed not only for multicast traffic but for all traffic.
These drawbacks are so severe that an improved mechanism has to be devised
before unidirectional links can be widely employed with multicast routing. A possible improvement of the link-layer tunnelling idea is described in the following
section. A more general solution will be sketched in section 5.

4

Enhanced Link-layer Tunnelling

The key concept of PIM is to send join messages to the interface on the unicast
route and conversely accept multicast traffic only from this interface. Link-layer
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Figure 4: With link-layer tunnelling PIM requires all traffic to be tunnelled to
the feed. For hosts A and B in neighbouring subnets this leads to considerable
inefficiencies since traffic cannot be directly sent from A to B but has to be routed
via the feed.
tunnelling can handle both these requirements with one general mechanism: it
forces all the traffic to flow via the feed. Due to this trick the UDL is always on
the respective unicast route towards a potential multicast source. But as explained
above, this mechanism leads to a general inefficiency. If however the two objectives
are addressed separately, the overall efficiency can be greatly improved:
 Firstly, an improved mechanism should not tunnel all the outbound traffic
to the feed but only PIM’s routing messages. This will enable PIM to build
its distribution tree in the desired way while avoiding the unnecessary tunnelling overhead. However, this method will only work properly if all PIM
routers in the area served by the UDL send their join messages towards the
receiver end of the tunnel. This is satisfied if the respective router is the gateway for that area since then all outbound unicast routes point to that machine.
This condition can normally be satisfied easily.
 Secondly, in order to have PIM accept multicast packets from the the UDL,
these packets must enter the network layer via the correct interface. But
unlike with classical link layer tunnelling packets received from the UDL
are pretended to have entered via one of the bidirectional interfaces. Based
on the address of the multicast source or the RP the link layer mechanism
can retrieve the correct interface from the unicast RIB.

With this mechanism unicast routes point as they would do without the UDL.
However, PIM will accept multicast traffic for further distribution. Only the
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link that was retrieved from the RIB as the correct incoming interface is
excluded from the distribution. This is the bidirectional link that connects
to the area from where the multicast traffic originates. Normally this would
be a link to an ISP so that this exclusion is in fact the desired behaviour
of the gateway. Multicast traffic from local sources could still travel across
that link since it is either sent directly to the rendezvous point, or it uses a
different tree that does not include the UDL and is hence not affected by this
mechanism.
In practice, one could imagine to combine a satellite interface with a modem
into one virtual link. With that combination only the tunnelling of PIM messages
would have to implemented. All other outbound traffic would automatically use the
bidirectional link while multicast traffic from the UDL is transparently presented
to the network layer.
This solution requires only the router that is attached to the UDL to be modified. All other nodes can use this router as a gateway without further modification.
Furthermore, PIM and other network-layer protocols do not need to be modified
on any node.
Together with a feedback suppression mechanism, this solution is quite scalable and also less error-prone than the classical link-layer tunnelling described
above: Even if no feed is operational unicast routing still works.
On the other hand, this combination of a unidirectional interface with a bidirectional interface into one virtual interface confuses link layer and network layer.
Even though it eliminates the necessity to look up interfaces in the RIB, the tunnelling of the PIM messages still requires the inspection of packets at the link layer.
Thus one should prefer to modify PIM so that it can directly handle unidirectional
links. This more general solution will be presented briefly in the next section.
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Dual RIBs

All the problems discussed in this report arise from the fact that PIM confuses
routes to a destination-address with routes from that address. So a general solution
for the unidirectional link problem should distinguish the two routes.
This can be achieved by implementing the method described above directly
into PIM. For a UDL the RIB then contains an additional entry. It identifies the
unidirectional interface as the one to accept multicast packets from. At the same
time it denotes the tunnel through which PIM can send its messages to the feed.
The unicast RIB to the feed is not affected by this extra entry. So unicast
packets will use the bidirectional interfaces in the usual way.
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In contrast to the enhanced link layer tunnelling technique layers are now
clearly separated. The network layer itself distinguishes unicast traffic that should
be sent directly from PIM messages that have to be tunnelled. The link layer does
not need to look into the packets any more which is a much clearer solution.
With this method PIM has to be changed only on the nodes connected to the
UDL. Other nodes are not affected. This makes this method as suitable for quick
deployment as the enhanced link-layer tunnelling described above.

6 Conclusions
PIM’s usage of the unicast RIB is not appropriate for networks containing unidirectional links. This is due to the fact that unicast routing is concerned with shortest
paths to a host whereas reverse path forwarding needs shortest paths from a host.
Link layer tunnelling [4] is an effective solution that enables PIM to operate in
these networks without modifications. It is however not efficient since all packets
have to be tunnelled to the UDL’s feed. Even more this solution does not scale
well.
We have proposed an enhanced link layer tunnelling that allows efficient unicast routing and additionally enables PIM to operate across UDLs. This is achieved
by only tunnelling PIM messages to the feed. Traffic from the UDL is presented to
the IP layer as if it entered the system via a BDL.
A more general solution to the problem is a modification of PIM that uses dual
RIBs. They distinguish between outbound and inbound routes at the IP layer.
With the help of these modifications unidirectional links such as satellite links
can provide inexpensive and widespread access to multicast services. This will
help to facilitate the ubiquitous use of IP multicast.
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